
MY CHRISTMAS TABLE

COOK IN STYLE, ENTERTAIN AND CELEBRATE ANYTHING YOU WANT.

THE FARMERS PANTRY

A PLANNER TO CREATE AN UNFORGETTABLE CHRISTMAS LUNCH
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At The Farmers Pantry, we believe the
fun energy you put into your cooking
will come out the other side tenfold in
your entertaining. That's why we only
stock fun, bright and stylish aprons, tea
towels, pot holder and oven gloves to
bring the fun to any home cooked
celebration. That long lunch should
turn into a dinner with guests not
wanting to leave. The table should be
full of belly laughs and flowing drinks.
It should be a casual lunch which
becomes stored  as a precious memory
to last a lifetime. Above all, it should be
talked about for years to come.

We hope this planner helps to create
the most beautiful Christmas lunch
with family and friends.

Cook in style, entertain and celebrate
anything you want.
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Where will the Christmas lunch be taking place? Inside or out?  Do you have a
backup option if it is outside and it is raining etc?

Has a Kris Kringle been organised or a budget set for presents?

How will people be invited and notified of details?

Will you cater the entire day or allocate cooking to different people?

PREPARATION

Prepare the umbrella before
it rains - Malay Proverb

Things to consider:

Establish the style of the day and apply this throughout the entire process. You might have a
casual bbq lunch or a formal traditional sit down. A consistent style should be carried right

through.
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INVITATIONS 

Guest List:

The invitation will set the tone for Christmas Day as well as give guests the information they
need. Plan the style of lunch you wish to host and be consistent throughout the process. If
you are having a casual BBQ then keep the invitations, styling, food etc casual. If you are
planning a formal lunch then ensure the invitations portray that image.

Styling notes and ideas:
How will you send and theme the invites? Text, email, post etc)
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Ideas for games: Charades, reflection around the table, highlight of the year etc 

Presents: KK, secret santa, buy for everyone etc. How you will notify people of  the present
plan to avoid embarrassment, set the budget, draw the kk. A back up present on hand is a
good idea in case soemone forgets to bring one.

BRAINSTORM

Name NameBuying For
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The List

Santa Baby: Madonna
White Christmas: Bing Crosby
Blue Christmas: Elvis
All I Want For Christmas Is
You : Mariah Carey
Baby It's Cold Outside: Dean
Martin
Hanukkah Song: Adam
Sandler
Merry Christmas Baby: Bruce
Springsteen
Christmas Time Is Here: Vince
Guaraldi
Christmas Don't Be Late: The
Chipmunks
Silver Bells: Bing Crosby
Jingle Bells Rock: Bobby Helms

MUSICplay list
Consider how you will play your music

(through spotify etc) and can it be set up
inside and out. Some ideas:
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How many people will be drinking alcohol? If it's a hot day people may drink
more. Ensure you have enough ice.

Is there somewhere for people to stay if they drink too much? Do you need to
pre-book taxis?

Do any of your guests have dietary requirements (vegetarian, allergies, kids
menu etc)

THE MENU

Food is symbolic of love
when words are inadequate

- Aland D

Things to consider:

Once the style of the lunch and the guest list has been established you can then plan your
menu and bar for the day. Even if you aren't having a traditional sit down lunch you still may
need to pre order some items such as the ham or Christmas puddings, so planning the menu

is essential. Christmas is a great time to cook using family recipes and ignite beautiful
memories through the senses that food awakens.
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Starters and platters Entree

the main meal dessert

alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks list

PLANNING  food and drinks
always test new recipes prior to Christmas Day. Different ovens cook differently so
you don't want to be trying a new recipe the day of your lunch to find out it is over

cooked.
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The List

SHOPINGList
To Do
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Always buy grazing food that is fresh and in season.
Ensure cheese is at room temperature.
Have the platter pre-prepared so when guests arrive you can focus on mingling.
Arrange a mix of crackers and bread onto your cheese board by swirling them through the middle of your
platter.
Different cheeses can be arranged in a wedge, or in a circular block to create interest.
Use consistent small serving dishes for dips, oils and condiments.
Cold meats can be rolled, fruits cut into different shapes, veggies angularly sliced to add visual appeal.
Pile your ingredients up instead of spacing them out.
You can use lots of chopped veggies as ‘fillers’ and sprinkle smaller ingredients such as nuts and berries
throughout at the end to fill all gaps (ensure you don't leave any gaps).
Use fresh herbs or flowers to decorate (rosemary is a great Christmas herb and smells inviting too).
Be creative with placement, shapes, colours and serving boards.
Keep refilling to keep it looking full and beautiful as people dive in!

Flowers (keep in theme)
Cheeses (at least 4 different types. Mix of soft and hard)
Cold meats (3 different types)
Olives
Biscuits (3 different types, rosemary or black pepper are nice)
Biscuit sticks (can wrap in prosciutto or salami)
Bread (go to a bakery or high end grocery. You want fresh and crusty)
Chocolate (bullets, raison balls or dark squares with sea salt)
Dried Apricots
Nuts (2 types but be aware of any allergies)
Grapes (try to fit in with your flowers or theme and use red or green accordingly)
Berries (blueberries and strawberries)
Pear or figs
Dips (at least 3 different dips, be adventurous and don't go your usual boring dips)
Condiments (mustard, jams, quince paste, oil)

GRAZING PLATTER

Shopping List:

Welcome guests and create a relaxing first impression
with a gorgeously presently grazing platter. You could
even display the platter in a wreath shape!

Tips:
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Preheat oven to 200°C. 
Place the marmalade, honey and orange juice in a saucepan over high heat and whisk
to combine. Bring to the boil and cook for  5–7 minutes or until thickened slightly. Set
aside to cool slightly. 
Using a small, sharp knife, score the ham fat in a diamond pattern and cover the hock
with aluminium foil. 
Place the ham on a lightly greased wire rack in a baking dish lined with non-stick baking
paper. Push a clove into each diamond and brush with the glaze. Cook for 40–50
minutes, brushing with the glaze every 10 minutes, or until the ham is golden and
caramelised. 

To remove the skin, use a sharp knife to score the skin around the hock, then use your fingers to gently
remove the skin from the ham. Trim any excess fat.

Image and recipe from www.donnahay.com.au

1 CUP (340G) ORANGE MARMALADE
¼ CUP (90G) HONEY 
½ CUP (125ML) ORANGE JUICE 
5–6KG HAM LEG, SKIN REMOVED AND TRIMMED
CLOVES, FOR STUDDING

THE GLAZED HAM

Method:

Shopping List:
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Pavlova
Preheat oven to 83°C. Line a baking sheet with parchment paper. Place the egg whites and
salt in the bowl of an electric mixer with whisk attachment. Beat on high speed until firm,
about 1 minute. With the mixer still on high, gradually add the sugar and beat until shiny,
stiff peaks form. Sift the cornstarch over the egg whites, add the vinegar and vanilla and
gently fold together with a spatula.
Spoon large dollops of the meringue in a circle on the parchment paper. Using a spoon,
spread slightly, forming a wreath shape with a shallow trough. Bake for approximately 1
hour. The merengue should remain very light in color. Turn off the oven, open the door
slightly, and allow the meringue to cool completely in the oven. The end result should be
crisp and dry on the outside.

Berries
In a microwave safe bowl, heat the fruit preserves for about 30 seconds, until slightly
thinned. Add half of the blackberries, crush with a fork and stir until combined. When the
base has cooled and you are ready to serve the dessert, whip the chilled cream. To assemble
the pavlova, place the base on a serving platter. Spread the whipped cream over the base.
Top with the remaining berries, then drizzle with the fruit preserve sauce. Dust with
powdered sugar and serve.

Image and recipe from http://chimeraobscura.com/

470ml whipping cream (chilled)
powdered sugar (for dusting)

Pavlova
4 extra-large egg whites (room temperature)
1 pinch salt
1 cup sugar
2 teaspoons cornstarch
1 teaspoon vinegar (white wine or distilled)
1/2 teaspoon pure vanilla extract

Berries
1 cup blackberries
1/2 cup blueberries

PAVALOVA WREATH

Method:

Shopping List:

1/4 cup pomegranate arils1
/4 cup Bonne Maman Four Fruits Preserves
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Fill a large wine glass with ice and add Gordon’s Premium Pink Gin, prosecco and
lemonade.
Add a squeeze of fresh lemon
Chop strawberries in half, garnish and enjoy!
An alternative to strawberries can be fresh thyme in flower

Image and recipe from www.homebeautiful.com.au

145ML GORDON'S PREMIUM PINK GIN
45ML PROSECCO
1 WEDGE OF FRESH LEMON
3 STRAWBERRIES, TO GARNISH

PINK GIN SPRITZ

Method:

Shopping List:
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Will you do allocated seating arrangements?

Do an inventory check and write a list of cutlery and serving items you may
need

Adjust the table setting accordingly to complement the meal (eg. soup spoons,
cake forks, champagne flutes etc)

THE STYLING

Style is a way to say who you
are without having to speak

- Rachel Zoe

Things to consider:

Whether you are planning a formal or casual Christmas lunch you can adjust the table setting
accordingly to suit your style.



The dinner plate should be the centre of the
setting. If serving soup or salad, place the
appropriate bowl on top of the dinner plate.

Place forks to the left and knives on the right
of your dinner plate.

Place the bread plate to the left. Fold a
napkin and place on top.

Glasses should be placed in the upper right
corner of each place setting. Goblets for wine
and tumblers for water.

Finally, place your centrepiece. Start with the
bigger items such as garlands, and then use
smaller decorations to fill in the spots.

The elements of a basic place setting from left hand side of the plate to right hand side:

1.Salad Fork
2. Dinner Fork
3. Dinner Plate
4. Salad Plate (on top of dinner plate)
5. Dinner Knife
6. Salad Knife
7. Water Glass
8. Red Wine, White Wine glass and champagne for toasting (remove whatever isn't being
used)

You may wish to have a Dessert  Spoon and Fork above the plates or you may wish to re set
the table after lunch with dessert. 
Depending on the menu you also may wish to swap a salad fork for a soup spoon.

TABLE arrangement
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Try to source your flower market locally for
fresh flowers.

Pre order to ensure you don't miss out!

Remember your style/theme? Flowers will
represent this more than anything else.

Consider table arrangements and bouquets.
Where will they be placed?

Be creative and have fun with your
arrangements!

The rules of arrangement

Mix Scale: If you select a larger single bloom like a rose tulip or peony, its nice to offset it
with a flower that clusters together a bunch of smaller blooms, like a hydrangea, a lilac or
paper whites.

Use complementing colours: Pick flowers that make sense together, and stay within that
colour story - all cool tones, all warm tones, variations of pink and so on.

Put like flowers together: The flowers in your arrangement should look like they have been
plucked from the same garden. Bright tropical blooms just wouldn't sit well with soft
romantic greens,

Pick a green and stick with it: The greens on the flower must not contrast the greenery you
have chosen for the arrangement.

Use a guide: You can use things such as florist foam or small wire grids that sit inside the
vase (as long as it's not transparent like glass) and it will hold the flowers in place.

FLOWERarrangement
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Planning will help you see an over all objective, set goals but most importantly
ensure you tick things off in a timely manner to avoid overwhelm.

Have fun with this process! A relaxed host will mean a creative, beautiful lunch,
happy guests and creative styling.

Christmas day is all about enjoying time with family and friends over food
cooked with love so plan early, prepare and bring the fun!

THE PLANNERS

Making a plan without the
right tools is like making
spaghetti without a pot

Things to consider:

Things don't always go to plan but being prepared will ensure a fun, relaxed lunch. Take a
moment to show those special people in your life how much you love them. Remember it's

about creating memories, sharing laughs and honouring the occasions where you can all
come together. Don't sweat the small stuff.



Time Of Events

6am

7am

8am

9am

10am

11am

1pm

2pm

3pm

4pm

5pm

12pm

6pm

7pm

8pm

PLANNER Christmas Day
This planner is a great guide for the run down of the day and for setting reminders. 

You might include: 
arrival time, present opening, turn oven on and off, food  serving, games etc
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monday tuesday wednesday

thursday christmas day boxing day

PLANNER Christmas Week
Appointments and To Do's the week of Christmas Day 
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MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

PLANNER December
Plan your month to avoid overwhelm on Christmas day. You might include:

order ham, pick up flowers, delegate cooking, send invites, organise KK and notify
everyone who they are buying for, purchase your outfit etc
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Preparation

The Menu

The Styling

CHECKLIST 
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I hope this planner gives you as much joy, creating and seeing your vision come
to life, as it has for me creating it for you. Christmas Day is my favourite time of
year and I hope it is everything you wished for too. Enjoy your day with family

and friends and  have yourself a MERRY LITTLE CHRISTMAS!

If you would like to visit our website and see some of the fun designs we have
available for cooking in the kitchen visit: 
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Say hi:
hello@thefarmerspantry.com.au

THANK YOU
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http://www.facebook.com/thefarmerspantry_
http://www.instagram.com/thefarmerspantry_

